
NomaDuo



…duo for profession
nomads by vocation.
The company was born in 
2017 from the meeting of …



Cristiana:

small and explosive, 
she began with the 
element of fire, then 
became passionate 
about the trapeze 
and the hand to 
hand. She arrived in 
2016 at the Roman 
School of Circus 
where she met…



Flavio:

hard as a trunk but 
sympathetic and 
irreverent.
After graduating and 
spending a few years as 
a psychiatric therapist, 
he decides to cross the 
wall between normality 
and madness throwing 
himself into the world 
of circus…



From this meeting comes a 
collaboration that gave 
them the desire and grit to 
graduate from the Roman 
School of Circus and leave 
for this new adventure. 
After a summer of shows 
around Italy they arrive at 
the Espai de circ Cronopis 
in Spain to take a hand-to-
hand course and create 
the new street show...



BISTIC
Romantic bickering in balance on a ladder

One ladder, a broom and two 
characters with one goal: create 
joy!
Yet things don't always go as you 
would like. Everything gets 
complicated and in a few minutes 
the characters' characters take over. 
She with his vengeful sweetness, 
him mischievous but irresistibly 
romantic. BISTIC is an energetic and 
dynamic circus and street theatre 
show in which circus, humor and 
poetry merge creating an 
atmosphere of fun and suspense.



Techniques used:
Acro-duo, free ladder, hand-to-hand, 
manipulation of objects

Show duration:
25 minutes (the show can be replicated with a 
maximum of 2 performances interspersed with 
50 minutes break)
 
Assembly time: 20 min
Disassembly times: 15 min
 
Scenic space:
Minimum 7x7 meters space, smooth, flat and 
uniform soil (no bowl, gravel or grass) 
height 5 meters minimum
 
Ideal location and audience:
street show suitable for all ages
 
Audio:
we have a stand-alone sound system, but for 
large open spaces it is preferable to have a 
powerful sound system with electrical 
connection provided by the organization
 
Lights:
For evening shows you need a scene with natural 
light or lighting system provided by the 
organization



www.nomaduo.org
Mail: nomaduoinfo2018@gmail.com

Tel: +39 3493736307
     +39 3887706727
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